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Abstract
The existing features on the Boston Dynamics Spot robot allows users to control the robot via a
bespoke tablet or through a web browser-based platform called Scout. Hence, the objective of this
project is to develop a software package that allows users to control the robot exclusively through
English voice commands.

To satisfy the conditions for autonomous action delivery through voice commands, the software
package consists of a speech node running NLP server to process voice inputs, a vision node that
utilizes a deep learning framework to detect objects from the Spot’s camera and a navigation node
that subscribes to the voice node for receiving destination details and objects of interest.
Additionally, a robotic manipulator has been attached to the Spot robot in Gazebo simulation
environment to demonstrate grasping of the object.

As a result of the project, our team has developed a complete ROS package with fully functional
speech recognition and object detection modules, along with the autonomous navigation and
grasping modules, that generally work under a few limitations. The package recognizes simple
English commands and reasonably interprets them according to the predefined dictionary of
knowledge. The vision node recognizes 9 different classes and identifies the position of the
requested object in the world frame. The navigation node traverses the robot to the location of the
detected object in the environment with wider corridors. The grasping is executed when the object
is in range of the robot, although the types of objects that can be grasped is quite limited currently.
The software was implemented for the simulated environment and a virtual Spot robot, therefore
certain adjustments have to be made to the code, communication and the model before the package
is fully functional on the real Spot.
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1.Introduction
Spot is a robot, manufactured by Boston Dynamics,
that can actively navigate through complex terrain, such as stairs and angled landform. This robot
utilizes relatively new technologies, and the objective of the project was to investigate the
capabilities of the spot robot, while integrating technologies such as robot localization, environment
mapping, path planning, object detection as well as implementing methodologies for voice
recognition, such as speech-to-text, in the robot. The legged locomotion execution was not part of
this project, as the Spot robot performs locomotion automatically.

The project rationale is to enable autonomy in a legged robot and enhance its capabilities by
providing voice input to perform certain tasks. The robot must be able to accurately identify its
location in the environment, generate a map of the environment, listen to voice commands,
understand the request, generate a traverse path (if required) and proficiently identify objects around
it.

Using speech recognition technology, voice commands can be given to the robot, for example, to
fetch a cup of water. Less than twenty years ago it was nearly impossible to implement such a task
in a robot and it has not been a common practice. Therefore, the reason for the project is to
investigate whether these kinds of robots can be used to replace human in routine tasks.

As illustrated on the Figure below, ROS, Spot SDK and the robot itself interchange the data for the
operation of the Spot robot. However, as it will be also mentioned later, this paper and the package
do not discuss the implementation on the real-life robot.

Figure 1. The dataflow

The general structure of the solution is illustrated on the figure below. In our package, ROS master
registers several nodes that were split in a logical manner i.e., the speech node listens to the
command and publishes the response with the deciphered task and the objects, which in turn is
passed to the path node to navigate in the certain direction using the world knowledge published to
the map node. Finally, as the robot reaches the goal, it subscribes to the vision node and publishes
the location of the object of interest back to the navigation node. Now the robot is able to grasp the
object and deliver it back to the original location.
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Figure 2. The general structure of the solution

2.Objective
2.1. Project Goals

For the project itself, the objective is to develop a voice-control software package for the Spot robot.
Essentially, it was required to have features that can interpret and execute voice commands in
English. With the software package, the robot should be able to identify commands that are directly
sent to it, and correctly interpret the actual task specified by the user. Example tasks could be
"fetching an object " or "sending an item to some place". After interpreting the voice command, the
robot should work autonomously according to the content of the command.

2.2. Personal Goals
The project work is an excellent chance to work collectively and creatively in a team, and therefore
the team members have also set up personal learning goals for the course.

Table 1. Personal goals of group members
Member Goals

Anshul Sood

1. Learn engineering project planning
2. Get hands-on-experience of working on Spot robot
3. Learn to implement SLAM and object detection
4. How to plan a business model for highly technological products

Darkhan Saidnassimov

1. Learn to apply ROS on practice
2. Study and implement object recognition systems
3. Learn project management practicalities
4. Improve programming skills

Hao Dong

1. Learn knowledge of robot mapping and navigation
2. Improve programming skills
3. Learn to cooperate with others
4. Learn knowledge of robot grasping and multirobot simulation
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Ture Saarniniemi
1.Gain experience working with ROS
2. Improve on integrating programs to physical robots
3. Refresh my memory on programming with Python

Weijiang Xiong

1. Learn ROS programming for practical robots
2. Learn speech processing and NLP skills
3. Make friends and learn to work in a multicultural team
4. Learn to document a software package

3.Project plan
This chapter discusses the planning of the project and summarizes the key points of the original
Project plan document. Considering the common milestones of the course, and the specific
requirements of our own project, the project phases and the corresponding milestones (M) were
defined as follows:

M1: Project plan, must be accepted by the Instructor:
1. The project is broken down into smaller work packages
2. The responsibility of each member is defined
3. The agreement on the schedule of the project is met
4. Common workspaces for Git, Teams and Telegram are set up

M2: The sources and information on each work packages are acquired:
5. Acquiring knowledge on Spot, Spot SDK, ROS and basics for the technical parts
6. Learning project management and teamwork practices

M3: Solution outline for the technical work packages:
7. Environment mapping and localization
8. Path planning and execution
9. Processing speech
10. Object recognition

M4: Presentation for the Business aspects seminar:
11. Prepare presentation slides and videos
12. Do rehearsals for the presentation

M5: Business aspects document, must be accepted by the Instructor:
13. Big picture of our project
14. Applications in the industry
15. Applications in daily life
16. Academic applications

M6: Simulation of all the tasks is completed:
17. ROS program for mapping, localization, path planning and execution, speech

recognition and object recognition
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18. Spot simulator for mapping, localization, path planning and execution, speech
recognition and object recognition

M7: Run a full test on the real Spot robot:
19. Communication with Spot is working
20. Transfer the solution from simulation to real-world robot

M8: Prepare for the final gala and give a presentation of the ready product (25 May)
21. Demonstrate the solution with the simulator and the real robot
22. A show of the team and video recording
23. Rehearsals for final Gala

M9: Complete the final report:
24. Quality assessment of the whole project
25. Documentation of the software package
26. Summarize main difficulties and provide trouble-shooting methods
27. Presentation at the final gala, video and poster

To conveniently monitor the project progress, the whole project work course has been split into 6
different stages: planning, learning, brainstorming, prototyping, implementation and delivery, as
shown in the following table.

Table 2. Main phases of project
Phase Task Summary Start End Milestone

Plan Complete project plan and setup workspace 21 Jan. 11 Feb. M1

Learn Gather common knowledge on the project and learn
specific methods for each task 12 Feb. 18 Feb. M2

Brainstorm Conceptualize the applications of the project,
propose possible software solutions 19 Feb. 25 Feb. M3

Prototype Complete the simulator and
finalize the business plan 19 Feb. 20 Apr. M4,5,6

Implement Transfer the project solution to the robot 21 Apr. 17 May M7
Delivery Prepare for final gala and complete the final report 18 May 3 June M8,9

4.General Workflow
Figure 3 presents the general workflow of our project package, which works with Gazebo
Simulation. The speech node takes a voice command from the user, and then generate
corresponding text message and send it to the NLP server. Then the NLP server analyzes the
semantic meaning of the sentence, and after that a navigation command could be obtained after
some post-processing scheme. The navigation node uses that information to plan a trajectory to the
goal and utilize spatial information via the odometry sensors to navigate. The navigation also
communicates with the vision node to query about the visibility of the object of interest and uses the
location information to approach the object for grasping. Finally, the robot delivers the object of
interest back to the original location.
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The following chapters will discuss the implementation details and results of our project, for the
actual codes and setup guides please refer to our Github repository [10]

Figure 3. General workflow

5.Speech and Language Processing

5.1. Speech Recognition and NLP
When the speech processing node first captures a voice command from the user, it first makes sure
the command is sent to a robot, i.e., the command starts with "Hey ROBOT_NAME", where
ROBOT_NAME should be set in advance by the system administrator. Then the speech node
forwards the generated text to a natural language processing (NLP) server, whose task is to analyze
the dependencies between pairs of word tokens.
Figure 4 shows an example of dependency parsing, where the command to interpret is "hey Alice,
can you fetch me a drink from the kitchen". It is easy to see that most relations are connected with
the verb "fetch", which is reasonable since the task is an action to pick up some object. Among the
relations, we consider the three most important ones. First, the "nsubj" relation, which means
nominal subject. This relation tells us who will do the task "fetch", which is the robot named
"Alice". Second, the relation "obj" indicates what object to fetch, and in this case, it is "drink". The
third relation to consider is "iobj" (indirect object) that tells the robot who to give the drink, and in
this case it is "me", the one who gives the command. Other than the three essential relations, there
could be optional or auxiliary relations "obl" that tells the location of the object. In our case, this
relation instructs the robot to pick up "drink" from "kitchen".

Figure 4. Example of dependency parsing, generated from http://corenlp.run/
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5.2. Fromword dependencies to commands
As the example has shown, dependency parsing could reflect the logical relations between word
pairs and thus makes it easier to generate a command. However, typical tasks for robots are
perception, navigation and manipulation, therefore we are still several steps away from an actual
command that could be executed by a robot. To facilitate command generation and subsequent
navigation task, our command has a general form: Take [item] to [goal] and do [task] to [object].
While "fetch" means a round trip, the robot should also be able to understand single-trip tasks, such
as "send". Therefore, we can split a round trip task into 2 single trip tasks, and each of them will
have a navigation goal and a task at the goal location.
In practice, we build separate dictionaries for words that indicates round trips and single trips, and
assign [task] according to this category. [object] comes from the relation "obj" and [goal] usually
comes from "obl” unless the user does not specify a location. In that case, that case, the robot will
use a pre-defined location, for example search for "drink" in "kitchen" by default. The additional
entry [item] is specially designed for status check in a round trip. Finally, the example could be
interpreted as: Take [Nothing] to [kitchen] and do [grasp] to [drink], Take [drink] to [start] and do
[Nothing] to [Nothing]. In the first trip, the robot goes to the kitchen and get a drink, it does not
need to take anything there, and therefore [item] will be Nothing. Then, the robot needs to take the
drink back to the user, and after that the job is done. So, the navigation goal for the second part is
the starting point of the first part, and no task will be required once the robot get a drink back (until
next command).

5.3. ROS implementation details
The speech recognition function is implemented with the ROS Speech Recognition package [1] ,
and the NLP server is provided by Stanford CoreNLP Group [2] . For more details about the
relations, please refer to Chapter 14 of Speech and Language Processing [3] .
Although the speech recognition and NLP parts have effective packages to use, the post processing
still needs some caution. Specifically, the NLP part provides a set of dependency relations between
two words, and the actual command is generated with the following steps:

1. Find the subject (robot name) and list of actions to do
2. For each action, find the direct and indirect objects of this action verb as well as the oblique

nominal that specifies the place of the object
3. For each action, find the required number of each object
4. Generate a list of commands as specified in Section 5.2
5. Publish the command to ROS topic "taskChannel" (for navigation part)

The ROS message that contains the task information has the following entries:

Table 3. Entries of ROS message for topic taskChannel
Type Name Note

Header header header information of the message (number and timestamp)

string robot_name the name of the robot to receive the command

int8 mission_count number of commands received by a robot

int8 task_count number of individual navigation goals in a task

int8[] item_type the type code of [item] in the task description
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int8[] item_count the required number of each [item]

int8[] obj_type the type code of [obj] in the task description

int8[] obj_count the required number of each [obj]

float64 goal_x the x coordinates of 2D navigation goal

float64 goal_y the y coordinates of 2D navigation goal

string cmd_type the type of action, i.e., the verb

6.Mapping and Localization
To build the map of the environment, we use Cartographer [4] , which is an open-source state-of-
the-art LiDAR-based SLAM solution. The ROS version of Cartographer can be found in [5] . The
Laser Scan and IMU data are needed to build the map. The robot should first move around the
environment to cover all areas and build the map of the environment at the same time. The robot
should also pass through the same places in the environment multiple times for loop closure
detection and error correction. Once we cover all areas in the shop and are satisfied with the map,
we can use ROS Map Server [6] package to save the map. Figure 5 shows an example map from the
mapping method. The format of the map is 2D Occupancy Grid, in which each cell represents the
probability of occupancy. Occupancy probabilities are in the range [0,100] and -1 for unknown
states.

Figure 5. Example map from Cartographer

Given a map of the environment, we use the adaptive Monte Carlo localization approach to track
the robot’s pose against that map. It is a probabilistic localization system which uses a particle filter.
Each particle is a pose hypothesis. In update step, we use motion model to propagate the state of the
particles, which can be described as
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then in the correction step, the observation is used to update the weight of different particles, which
can be described as

In practice, we utilized the AMCL package of ROS, which implements Adaptive Monte Carlo
Localization to accurately determine the location of a robot.

7.Navigation and Path Planning
Similarly to the previous chapter, the navigation, i.e. the act of moving from one place to another,
was also handled by a ROS package. The ROS navigation stack subscribes to the topics
“move_base_simple/goal” and “move_base/cancel”, which can be used to set or cancel a navigation
goal, respectively. The basic hierarchy of the inner workflow of the navigation stack is shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6. Navigation workflow

The navigation node also acts as the connection between the speech and vision nodes, since both of
them affect navigation, but have little effect on each other. This connection was implemented with
creating ROS topics “taskChannel”, “object_to_detect” and “object_destination”. The following
table shows a summary of these topics.
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Table 4. The topics for messages between navigation, speech and vision nodes.
Topic From To Description

taskChannel speech navigation Activates navigation. Contains the task given to
Spot, the locations to navigate to, and the objects of
interest. (See chapter 5.2 for more)

object_to_detect navigation vision Activates the vision node. Contains the object to be
detected. (Int8 message)

object_destination vision navigation Acts as a confirmation message for when the object
has been detected. Contains the location of the
object. (See chapter 8.3 for more)

The workflow of the navigation node in practice is as follows.
1. a message is received from the speech node through taskChannel
2. navigate to the first location specified in the message
3. send a message containing the object to detect to the vision node
4. wait for the vision node to locate the object
5. a message is received from vision node containing the location of the object
6. navigate to the object
7. when the object has been reached, navigate to the second location specified in the message

received from the speech node

8.Vision System

8.1. Hardware and third-party software used
To implement the vision node for the Spot robot, the key open-source software we used was
YOLOv3 object detection system. [7] In order to integrate it in our package, we used darknet_ros
wrapper for ROS. [8]

In order to speed up the training and testing process, it was carried out on GPU (for example,
Nvidia P3200) and with CUDA drivers installed. The model prepared was YOLO-tiny, which,
unlike the full model, trades accuracy for speed. Our implementation was tested on Ubuntu 18.04
with ROS Melodic and Ubuntu 20.04 with ROS Noetic. This setup resulted in over 60 frames per
second in Gazebo environment and reasonably accurate detections, presuming that the confidence
threshold is set above 50%.

8.2. Training process
For the training process, we decided to prepare our own dataset as the performance of the default
weights was inefficient on running object detection on graphic objects in simulation. The dataset
consists of 9 classes with around 1000 images each as shown on the figure below. The models of
the classes include:
- beer
- coke
- extinguisher
- hammer
- screwdriver
- wrench
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- person
- cylinder (test mode for grasping)
- cube (test mode for grasping)

Figure 7. Example object classes

In order to prepare the images, the models were placed in the simulation environment and the video
was recorded from different angles. Next, the video was split into images and then labeled using
open-source image annotation tool. After the data is ready, the model was trained using the
extensively documented manufacturer’s instructions. [9] The training of the model took roughly 8
hours on GPU and the weights can be found in the link at the readme file of the package. [10]

8.3. Vision node implementation
Our solution includes a vision node, which launches the darknet_ros wrapper package, that utilizes
our pretrained model, and listens to the topics that the package publishes. The node then waits until
a speech request is received, and the camera receives an image with the object in range, as shown in
the figure below.

As the object is detected by the wrapper package, we take the center point of the boundary boxes of
the object with the desired class and compare it to the data from the depth camera. From the depth
camera we receive the point cloud data and after a bit of matrix manipulations we obtain the
distance to the object of interest.

The object detected, however, is in the camera frame and not in the world frame, that the robot
requires. Therefore, the current position of the robot in the world frame is read from odometry and
summed with the measured value. This data is finally published back and ready to be read by the
navigation node.
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Figure 8. Vision node

As can be seen on the Figure 8, the data is published to the ROS topic named /object_destination
and its structure is defined as follows:

Table 5. Entries of ROS custom message for topic object_destination

Type Name Note

Header header header information of the message (number and timestamp)

int64 message_id Message counter

int8 class_id The class id of the object, obtained directly from darknet

string class_name The class name of the object, obtained directly from darknet

float64 goal_x The x coordinates of the object in world frame

float64 goal_y The y coordinates of the object in world frame

float64 goal_z The z coordinates of the object in world frame

float64 distance_from_robot_x The distance x of the object from the robot camera frame

float64 distance_from_robot_y The distance y of the object from the robot camera frame

float64 distance_from_robot_z The distance z of the object from the robot camera frame

The goal positions can now be used for navigation and distance positions for grasping.

9.Mobile Manipulator for Grasping and Multi-robot Simulation
To add a robot arm to spot, we use OpenMANIPULATOR-X [11] and add it to the description file
of spot [12]. Then we use MoveIt! to config the joint constrains and motion properties of the robot.
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Finally, we get a spot with an arm, which can be controlled manually or using MoveIt! Motion
planner. Figure 9 shows our final spot robot with an arm, which is grasping a cube.

Figure 9. Spot with a mobile manipulator

Figure 10. Grasping workflow

Figure 10 shows the workflow of our automatic grasping part. For grasping part, we use the raw
image and point cloud data of the camera. For point cloud, we segment it into different objects on
the table that our robot can grasp. For raw image, we use darknet to detect the labels of objects.
Therefore, for each object we want to pick, we can get its position in the camera frame and then use
MoveIt for motion planning.
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For the demo of grasping part, the robot first detects the object, then grasps the one we want
automatically and places it to another table, which is the destination. The demo video can be seen in
[13].

Since in a real-world environment, a single robot is inefficient, and we need lots of robot to work
together. Therefore, we test this possibility by simulating two robots simultaneously in the
environment – one is spot robot, and the other is fetch robot. As shown in Figure 11, spot is a leg-
robot while fetch is a wheel-robot and they both have an arm for grasping. In demo part, they pick
different objects on different tables and place them on another place.

Figure 11. Simulation of Spot and Fetch

To make these two robots work together in the environment, we need to assign a namespace for one
of the robots, so that their ROS topics are not conflicting with each other. In our case, we give spot
a namespace and Figure 12 shows the resulting ROS topics for spot.
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Figure 12. ROS topics for spot after assigning a new namespace

To make these two robots navigate in the environment successfully, we need some tricks to modify
the amcl and move_base configure files for the navigation stack. The details can be seen in our
open-source Github repository [10].

10. Reflection of the Project

10.1. Achieving objectives
Originally, the project was meant to be implemented on the actual Spot robot. However, due to
limitations caused by corona, we discussed and agreed with the Instructor, that the project will be
carried out fully online in the Gazebo simulation environment. Therefore, the milestone M7 – “Run
a full test on the real Spot robot” was ignored.

Moreover, due to the limitations in the simulation environment, the default Spot robot initially did
not have a grasping arm. This raised several restrictions in the commands that the robot could
complete, therefore a work package for attaching an arm and grasping implementation was added
and resources were dedicated. The grasping, however, is still causing minor problems, as the robot
arm can only lift very small and simple objects. Generally, these issues forced us to delay achieving
the milestoneM6 – “Simulation of all the tasks is completed”.

Additionally, due to the issues with the navigation in narrow corridors, at the moment of the report
submission, the package is yet to be finalized. However, the speech and vision nodes are performing
well.

10.2. Timetable
The workload was generally estimated well, with the exception of a few tasks. The team have
roughly followed the scheduled timetable, despite some problems. For example, some of the
members were facing issues with setting up the work environment and it took longer than
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anticipated. Additionally, the training of the model for vision node took longer than expected.
Finally, the integration of the nodes in one package required more workhours than planned.

10.3. Risk analysis
Since the project objective to transfer the developed technology onto the hardware was revoked due
to the pandemic precautions, most of the projected risks were not accounted for because the final
demonstration utilized running the software on simulation environment only.

The table below is extracted from the project plan and summarizes the risks anticipated at the
beginning of the course.

Table 6. Possible risks in the project
Risk Risk appeared?

Team member gets injured while working with
the robot N/A

The robot fails to
balance itself in extreme conditions (slippery
surfaces, steep slopes)

N/A

The robot loses the connection to the computer N/A
Simulated program does not work well on Spot N/A
Developed modules does not integrate easily Yes
One (or more) people leave the project No

As can be noted, the only risk that took place is related to the issues in integration of the modules.
This has been discussed earlier in Achieving objectives chapter.

10.4. Project Meetings
Project meetings were conducted on biweekly basis with the official instructor. The project manager
arranged a Zoom meeting with a fixed agenda to discuss the individual progress for each submodule
of the project and explore existing options and research available for any problems faced.
Additionally, occasional unplanned meetings were hosted in order to resolve urgent matters and
issues. The participation in those meetings was close to 100%. We also made use of Microsoft
Teams to share important files and write important setup instructions for other members to test the
modules. Additionally, e-mailing was opted to contact with the instructor regarding meeting
schedule and to share other resources associated with project development.

Project meetings turned out to be the most important part of the course due to the remote nature of
the course during these coronavirus days. Most importantly, it taught us to communicate efficiently
with each other and the instructor, as well as to collaborate and push each other to achieve a
common goal.

11. Discussion and Conclusions
To conclude, we have developed a functional solution of voice controlled simulated Spot robot,
which, however, still requires work to be done in some aspects before published into mass
production. Additionally, more testing is required. Nevertheless, it can operate as a demo, a
prototype and a good foundation for the real-life implementation on Spot. Overall, it was a very
challenging and inspiring project.
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Finally, we believe that the key goals of the project were generally achieved with a few nuances. As
for the personal goals, discussed earlier in Chapter 2.2, the goals were reached thoroughly.

List of Appendixes
Appendix 1. Project plan (Separate document)
Appendix 2. Business aspects document (Separate document)
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